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ABSTRACT Most vision-based 3D pose estimation approaches typically rely on knowledge of object’s 3D
model, depth measurements, and often require time-consuming iterative refinement to improve accuracy.
However, these can be seen as limiting factors for broader real-life applications. The main motivation
for this paper is to address these limitations. To solve this, a novel Convolutional Variational Auto-
Encoder based Multi-Level Network for object 3D pose estimation (CVML-Pose) method is proposed.
Unlike most other methods, the proposed CVML-Pose implicitly learns an object’s 3D pose from only
RGB images encoded in its latent space without knowing the object’s 3D model, depth information,
or performing a post-refinement. CVML-Pose consists of two main modules: (i) CVML-AE representing
convolutional variational autoencoder, whose role is to extract features from RGB images, (ii) Multi-Layer
Perceptron and K-Nearest Neighbor regressors mapping the latent variables to object 3D pose including,
respectively, rotation and translation. The proposed CVML-Pose has been evaluated on the LineMod and
LineMod-Occlusion benchmark datasets. It has been shown to outperform other methods based on latent
representations and achieves comparable results to the state-of-the-art, but without use of a 3D model or
depthmeasurements. Utilizing the t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding algorithm, the CVML-Pose
latent space is shown to successfully represent objects’ category and topology. This opens up a prospect of
integrated estimation of pose and other attributes (possibly also including surface finish or shape variations),
which, with real-time processing due to the absence of iterative refinement, can facilitate various robotic
applications. Code available: https://github.com/JZhao12/CVML-Pose.

INDEX TERMS 3D pose estimation, deep learning, variational autoencoder, synthetic data.

I. INTRODUCTION
The scene understanding and automatic manipulation of var-
ious objects present in that scene are of fundamental impor-
tance to robotics and automation in general. For example,
an accurate and fast estimation of an object’s location and
orientation with six degrees of freedom is one of the cor-
nerstones for many modern autonomous system applica-
tions, including explorative navigation, augmented reality,
and robotic manipulation.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Yiming Tang .

Most state-of-the-art methods [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] for 3D pose estimation typically
require object’s 3D model or 2D-3D correspondence infor-
mation. Approaches that rely on 2D-3D correspondence esti-
mate pixel-wise dense correspondence [4], [5], [9], or match-
ing between a number of sparse keypoints [6], [10]. Sub-
sequently, these approaches estimate pose through various
Perspective-n-Point (PnP) algorithms. Other approaches con-
struct a loss function utilizing 3Dmodel keypoints [3], [7], [8]
or iterativelymatch the image rendered from a 3Dmodel at its
estimated pose with the observed input image [1], [2]. Most
object pose estimation networks only focus on regressing
object 3D pose, in which case they are not able to generalize
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FIGURE 1. CVML-Pose pipeline. During training, the convolutional
variational autoencoder captures object’s latent representation in its
latent space that is further interpreted to object 3D pose, category, and
topology using MLPs, KNN, and t-SNE.

to other attributes of the object. Besides, it is impractical to
construct a 3D model for every object of interest, or compute
the prior 2D-3D correspondence in real-time.

There are a series of public challenges called ‘‘Bench-
mark for 6D1 Object Pose Estimation (BOP)’’ [13], [14]
that aim to continuously report the state-of-the-art in object
3D2 pose estimation. The goal of the BOP challenge is to
estimate 3D pose including 3D rotation and 3D translation of
rigid objects from RGB/RGB-D images. There are a total of
12 publicly available datasets [15] adopted for evaluation of
the challenge. Each dataset is provided in the BOP format and
includes the 3D object’s model with training and test images
annotated with ground truth 3D poses. The training images
are either captured by an RGB-D/Gray-D sensor or obtained
by rendering the object model. The test images are captured
in scenes with graded complexity, often with clutter and
occlusion. In this paper, the LineMod [16] and the LineMod-
Occlusion [17], [18] data are selected for evaluation, since
LineMod is a widely-used pose estimation benchmark dataset
for many state-of-the-art approaches [3], [6], [10], [19], [20],
and LineMod-Occlusion introduces strong occlusions that
increases the difficulty for pose estimation. Since the objects
in LineMod-Occlusion are a subset of the objects in LineMod,
the same network (weights) trained for each LineMod object
can also be used for the corresponding object in LineMod-
Occlusion. The LineMod and LineMod-Occlusion data are
considered to be heterogeneous, as the objects are different
in shape and appearance. Additionally, images of the object,
both with and without occlusion and clutter, exhibit very
different characteristics, varied illumination and shadow pat-
terns.

The originality and novelty of this work is the proposal
of a fast and accurate pose estimation algorithm which does
not require an object’s 3D model, i.e. a model-free object
3D pose estimation approach. To achieve this, we propose a
novel Convolutional Variational Auto-Encoder basedMulti-
Level Network for the estimation of object 3D pose (CVML-
Pose) from a single RGB image without depth information
or any post-refinement. Unlike many state-of-the-art methods
that rely on an object’s 3D model or 2D-3D correspondence,

16D refers to 6 degrees of freedom.
23D refers to three-dimensional.

the CVML-Pose pipeline (Fig. 1) firstly learns a latent repre-
sentation directly from 2D images, then multiple supervised
learningmethods, such asMulti-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), are adopted to predict object
3D pose from the frozen latent space. Using the t-SNE algo-
rithm [21], we show that the latent space captures not only
3D pose but also other attributes of the object e.g. class and
topology. Ourmethod has been evaluated on the LineMod and
the LineMod-Occlusion data, and the experimental results
demonstrate that it learns to represent the complete 3D pose
of objects in its latent space. Compared to the state-of-the-
art [2], [4], [5], [6], [9], [19], [20], [22], [23], the proposed
CVML-Pose shows comparable results in the 3D pose esti-
mation task, and the learnt representation provides a potential
for a more complete characterization of objects.

There are two main motivations of this work: industrial
applications and technical innovations. For applications, the
estimation of object 3D pose is of great importance for aug-
mented reality and robot manipulation. In particular, with
the development of e-commerce, a large number of parcel
packages have to be processed. In recent years, e-commerce
companies have invested a large amount of money on pack-
aging automation. As an example, Amazon Picking Chal-
lenge (APC) [24], [25] allows individuals to create their
own small robot systems to pick items from the warehouse
shelf, to overcome the problems of robotic automation and
management. In industrial automation, estimating the 3D
rotation and translation of target objects can enable industrial
robots to reliably grab and manipulate these objects. From
the perspective of technical innovation, the ability to perceive
and recognize objects seems inherent for humans. Children
learn about the world by observing, touching and grabbing
the surrounding objects, even if they don’t know what they
are. When they grow up, they tend to rely on knowledge after
they have accumulated a certain amount of experience. For
example, a person who has never seen a specific design of
a chair will still be able to recognize its function. Similarly,
the proposed CVML-Pose is capable of estimating object’s
3D pose from 2D images without knowing the object’s 3D
model, depth measurement or performing a post-refinement.
The latent space also shows potential for the CVML-Pose to
extend its functionality to include detection and estimation of
other object’s attributes.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are a number of non deep learning-based techniques
for object 3D pose estimation. Traditionally, such algorithms
were based on extracting 2D local feature descriptors such as
SIFT [26] and SURF [27] on textured objects. The 2D feature
points are extracted and matched to the 3D points of object
model, and then the 3D pose can be recovered by using PnP
algorithms [28]. As an example, Lourakis and Zabulis [29]
proposed a feature-based pose estimation method where the
SIFT descriptors are detected in the observed image and
then matched against those contained in the 3D model, then
object 3D pose is estimated by using a RANSAC-based PnP
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algorithm [30]. Another method based on feature descriptors
is proposed in [31], which builds a global model description
using the point pair feature. The final object pose can be
estimated with an efficient voting loop if the reference point
lies on the surface of the object. Approaches [29], [32],
[33] that use explicit feature descriptors are capable of pose
estimation with high precision. However, the availability of
an accurate textured 3Dmodel is essential. Furthermore, they
are sensitive to objects’ occlusions resulting in the reduction
of 2D feature points and therefore compromising reliable
pose estimation. Also, since feature-based methods assume
rich textures, they cannot deal with texture-less objects where
there are no feature points to be extracted and matched.

To work with texture-less objects, template-based meth-
ods [16], [34], [35] utilize color gradient information on the
silhouette and interior surface normal features. For instance,
Hinterstoisser et al. [16] first generate template images with
ground truth object poses, then the most similar template can
be retrieved from the silhouette. The final pose is further
improved using the 3D surface normal orientations acquired
from a depth sensor. Li et al. [36] proposed an efficient
method capable of handling texture-less objects based on
stably observed point pair features. The method requires both
depth measurement and knowledge of the object’s 3D model.
Methods based on both texture and shape information were
also proposed in [37]. Although template-based methods are
useful for handling texture-less objects, they heavily rely on
the knowledge of object’s 3Dmodel and/or depth information
that are not always easily available in real-life applications.

With the introduction of deep convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs), many deep learning-based approaches [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [9] have achieved impressive results
on 3D pose estimation. The rest of the literature review
section describes some of the deep learning-based methods,
including the indirect methods, the direct methods, and the
latent representation methods. The BOP challenges and vari-
ational autoencoder are also discussed in this section. More
comprehensive reviews on 3D pose estimation can be found
in [11] and [12].

A. DEEP LEARNING-BASED INDIRECT METHODS
The deep learning-based indirect methods (indirect methods
in short) focus on learning 2D-3D correspondence with dif-
ferent versions of PnP algorithms [4], [5], [6], [9], [10], [20],
[38].

For example, Tekin et al. [10] utilize the YOLOv2 detector
and then calculate object 3D pose with 2D-3D correspon-
dence followed by a PnP algorithm. BB8 [38] first performs
a two-level coarse-to-fine object segmentation based on the
VGG network to localize objects in 2D images and then
predict 3D pose in the form of 2D projections of the corners
of the 3D bounding boxes based on the PnP. PVNet [6]
establishes a voting-based 2D-3D keypoints detection using
a modified ResNet-18 [39] followed by a RANSAC-based
PnP algorithm which prunes the matched pairs and estimates

the correct pose. EPOS [4] predicts correspondence between
densely sampled pixels and the object’s 3D fragments, before
the pixels are linked with the predicted 3D locations and a
variant of the PnP-RANSAC algorithm is used to estimate the
final 3D pose. CDPN [9] disentangles 3D rotation and transla-
tion for estimation, they propose a coordinates-based method
to estimate rotation by using PnP from the predicted 2D-3D
correspondence, and the translation is then estimated directly
from the local image patches. Pixel2pose [20] adopts an
image-conditional Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)
to first estimate the 3D coordinates, and then the pixel-wise
predictions are used to form 2D-3D correspondence and
finally compute object 3D pose via a RANSAC-based PnP
algorithm. DPOD [5] regresses the object ID mask and 2D-
3D correspondence map through an encoder-decoder net-
work, and then the 3D pose is computed based on PnP and
RANSAC.

Despite indirect methods generally performing well, since
they can obtain prior 2D-3D correspondence information
from the object’s 3D model, they require additional com-
putation for setting up either 2D-3D keypoints [6], [10],
[38] or pixel-wise dense correspondence [4], [5], [9], [20].
In summary, they need an accurate 3D model to acquire such
information.

B. DEEP LEARNING-BASED DIRECT METHODS
The deep learning-based direct methods (direct methods in
short) directly regress 3D pose from CNNs [1], [2], [3],
[7], [8], [22]. For instance, SSD6D [22] converts 3D pose
estimation into a classification task which discretizes the
3D space with a set of classifiable viewpoints by render-
ing all possible views and in-plane rotations. This approach
requires post-refinement as the initial prediction is only a
rough approximation of pose discretization. PoseCNN [3]
regresses object 3D pose directly from a customized detection
pipeline by estimating projective distance, 2D projection of
object center, and rotation represented by a quaternion in each
region of interest (ROI). Wu et al. [8] employ a segmenta-
tion network to produce segmentation masks and then use a
modified ResNet-18 [39] as a pose interpreter network which
predicts the 3D pose for each instance. EfficientPose [7]
modifies a detection network architecture (EfficientDet) and
adds two subnetworks to predict the rotation and translation
respectively for each anchor box. DeepIM [1] implements an
iterative refinement where the proposed network predicts a
relative pose transformation between the input image and the
rendered image of its predicted pose. CosyPose [2] extends
DeepIM with a novel six-dimensional rotation representation
and a more advanced network architecture, and won the BOP
challenge 2020 (BOP20 in short) [14].

Except for SSD6D, the above direct methods require accu-
rate 3D model in network training. They either use the model
point-based loss like Shape-Match loss [3], or establish iter-
ative refinement from the object’s 3D model. In practice, it is
difficult to build an accurate 3D model for every possible
object of interest.
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C. FROM LATENT REPRESENTATION TO OBJECT
CHARACTERISTICS
Different from the deep learning-based indirect/direct meth-
ods, AAE [19] leverages a denoising autoencoder to learn
an implicit rotation representation from cropped objects, and
then builds a codebook from the latent variables. At inference
time, rotation is estimated using the K-Nearest Neighbors
(KNN) with the highest cosine similarity from the codebook.
The extended approach,Multi-Path [23], also proves that with
multiple decoders, the latent representation can be shared
through different objects. PoseRBPF [40] alsomaps the latent
space to a codebook but estimates pose by computing obser-
vation likelihoods.

Both AAE and PoseRBPF can handle occluded objects due
to strong data augmentations. However, they assign the most
likely pose to the instance, which leads to notable errors,
due to the discretization of 3D rotation. Besides, they only
focus on 3D pose rather than other attributes of the object,
which are also important for specific tasks. In contrast, the
proposed CVML-Pose aims to construct an informative latent
space which can be mapped not only to object 3D pose, but
also to other characteristics, e.g. object categorization and
shape topology. In terms of object characterization, most of
the existing 3D pose estimation approaches are restricted to
object 3D pose only, and have to be retrained or redesigned if
other attributes of objects are needed. In this case, the latent
space of our proposed CVML-Pose pipeline has the potential
to be extended to multiple tasks without any retraining of
the main network (less computational cost). The object char-
acterization tasks, including object class and genus, will be
explained in Sec. III-D. The latent representation based AAE
and Multi-Path methods are compared against the proposed
CVML-Pose method in the results section. Although the
proposed CVML-Pose is not the first approach to use latent
representation for 3D pose estimation, it is demonstrated
that our method outperforms AAE, Multi-Path, and AAE-
ICP (AAE using iterative closest point refinement and depth
information) by some margin when testing on the more chal-
lenging LineMod-Occlusion data. PoseRBPF is not included
in that comparison as the authors did not report results on
LineMod/LineMod-Occlusion, nor participated in the BOP
challenges.

D. THE BOP CHALLENGE AND PHYSICALLY BASED
RENDERING (PBR)
The BOP challenge [13], [14] is a series of well-organized
competitions in object 3D pose estimation. During the
BOP challenge 2019 (BOP19 in short), classical point pair
methods [31], [41] still outperformed deep learning-based
methods [5], [9], [19], [20]. Based on the BOP19 results,
Hodaň et al. [14] pointed out the two main problems for
deep learning-based approaches: (i) insufficient number of
real training images with annotation; (ii) large domain gap
between real test images and commonly used synthetic train-
ing images (objects rendered on random backgrounds).

TABLE 1. Approaches that benefit from the LineMod PBR images in the
BOP20. Each approach has two variants with different training data, the
performance score ARscore is calculated from the average recall of three
pose error functions in BOP20 [14] and tested on the BOP version of the
LineMod-Occlusion data [17], [18]. Non-PBR images refer to synthetic
images with no PBR techniques. As an example, CDPN achieves
ARscore = 0.569 by using only PBR images, while it gets
ARscore = 0.374 with non-PBR images.

BOP20 additionally provided 350K physically based ren-
dering (PBR) images [14], [42] in the training data, in order to
reduce the severe domain gap between synthetic training and
real test images. From BOP20, deep learning-based methods
have caught up with point pair methods. Some approaches
and their results reported in the BOP20 are shown in Table 1:
CDPN [9] and EPOS [4] have an obvious improvement when
using only the PBR images, compared to when they use only
non-PBR images (their own synthesized images with non-
PBR techniques). CosyPose [2] and CDPNv2 [9] achieve
competitive results with PBR images only.

We choose to use the LineMod PBR images instead of
real training images because, as demonstrated in Table 1, the
PBR training images provide good enough generalization for
the network to perform well on real test images. Moreover,
a simple rendering software (non-PBR techniques) called
Pyrender3 is used to synthesize output ground truth images
with a clean background for the CVML-AE module training.
These images are based on the ground truth 3D pose and
camera intrinsic parameters provided by the LineMod PBR
database.

E. VARIATIONAL AUTOENCODER
Variational autoencoders (VAE) have been proposed in a con-
text of generative models, where the objective is to generate
a new, typically highly dimensional, data point x with the
generation process controlled by a low dimensional latent
code z, randomly drawn from a distribution p(z), which is
preferably selected in such a way that the corresponding
sampling process is simple to implement.

The unknown distribution p(x) is approximated by pθ (x) =∫
pθ (x|z)p(z)dz, where parameters θ are selected so xi from

the available training setD (xi ∈ D = {xi}mi=1) are likely to be
drawn from pθ (x), i.e. using a maximum likelihood principle.
However, computation of pθ (x) =

∫
pθ (x, z)dz is typically

intractable. Kingma and Welling [43], [44] described a com-
putationally viable approach where the maximum likelihood
optimization objective is replaced by the evidence lower

3Pyrender: https://github.com/mmatl/pyrender
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FIGURE 2. General architecture of variational autoencoder.

bound (ELBO) and the intractable posterior inference model
p(z|x) is replaced by a tractable variational approximation
qφ(z|x) with parameters φ controlling the approximation pro-
cess.

The overall architecture of the adopted VAE is shown
in Fig. 2. In this architecture the encoder network Eφ(x)
estimates optimal parameters µφ(x) and log(σ 2

φ (x)) of the
assumed posterior model qφ(z|x) = N (z; µφ(x), σ 2

φ (x)) ≃

p(z|x) with the prior p(z) = N (z; 0, I ). Since sampling from
N (z; µφ(x), σ 2

φ (x)) is not differentiable, a reparameterization
trick z = µφ(x)+ diag(σφ(x)) · ϵ, where ϵ ∼ N (0, I ) is used
to make sure that the sampling stage is differentiable. The
decoder network Dθ (z) estimates optimal parameters θ of the
observation model which is assumed to be Gaussian with a
diagonal covariance matrix α · I , pθ (x|z) = N (x; x ′

θ (z), α · I ).
Assuming data points inD are independent and identically

distributed, the ELBO is given as:

ELBO(φ, θ,D) =

∑
xi∈D

(
Eqφ (z|xi) log pθ (xi|z)

−DKL(qφ(z|xi)||p(z))
)

≤ log pθ (D) (1)

and the parameters of the encoder and decoder in the VAE
network in Fig. 2 are computed using:

θ̂ , φ̂ = argmax
θ,φ

ELBO(φ, θ,D) (2)

With the assumed distribution pθ (x|z), qφ(z|x), and p(z), the
KL divergence DKL(qφ(z|xi)||p(z)) has a close form and the
ELBO in Eq. 2 can be estimated using:

ELBO ≃ −c ·

m∑
i=1

(
||xi − x ′

i ||
2

− α ·

n∑
j=1

(
1 + log (σ 2

ij ) − µij
2
− σ 2

ij

))
(3)

where c is a positive constant, xi is the input data, x ′
i is

the output reconstruction, x ′
i = x ′

θ (z(xi)), µij refers to the j
element of the vector µi, σ 2

ij refers to the j element of the
vector σ 2

i , µi = µφ(xi), σ 2
i = σ 2

φ (xi), m represents the
number of data points in the training set, and n refers to

the dimensionality of the latent space. Note that the scalar α

weighs the KL divergence, which controls the regularization
(smoothness) of the latent space input data representation.
The term ||xi − x ′

i ||
2 reflects reconstruction fidelity between

the input training image (data point) xi and the corresponding
output reconstructed image x ′

i . For the detailed derivations of
VAE, please see [43], [44], [45].
Compared to many deep learning-based regression meth-

ods for pose estimation [3], [7], [8], VAE has several advan-
tages. For instance, the autoencoder architecture can be
trained to output the reconstruction image with a clean back-
ground, which means the latent space will only focus on
representing the object itself instead of the background. Even
if an object is occluded in the input image, the decoder is
trained to output the complete object, which allows the model
to learn to deal with occlusion. It is also demonstrated in the
results section that our method achieves comparable results to
the state-of-the-art on LineMod-Occlusion data, despite not
using the object’s 3D model. Besides, compared to a similar
method AAE [19] that uses a denoising autoencoder, the KL
divergence with the reparameterization trick in VAE helps to
regularize the latent space to combat over-fitting. From the
results in [43], the trained VAE has the ability to reconstruct
new digits from the probability distribution of its latent space.
We, therefore, postulate that the representation learned by a
VAE can be adopted for the estimation of object attributes
including pose, category, and topology.

III. METHODOLOGY
The proposed CVML-Pose network is trained to regress
object 3D pose including 3D rotation R ∈ SO(3) and 3D
translation T =

(
tx ty tz

)T
∈ R3 in two steps. During

training, the target objects are first cropped from the scene
with the ground truth bounding box and resized as the input
images, then the CVML-AE module is trained to reconstruct
the images via a low dimensional latent representation. This
requires the CVML-AE module to implicitly learn to rep-
resent images with a relatively small number of high-level
features, which can then be used for downstream tasks. In the
second step, the estimation of R and T are disentangled by
adopting MLPs and the KNN algorithm. For the estima-
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FIGURE 3. Example Data preprocessing based on the LineMod [16] objects. GT stands for ground truth, and the ground truth information (3D pose,
bounding box, object visibility, etc.) is provided by the PBR database [42].

tion of R, a simple MLP is employed to regress the latent
variables to a recently proposed six-dimensional continuous
rotation representation [46]. To estimate T, the same latent
variables with added information about the object bound-
ing box are combined together to estimate the 2D projec-
tion of object center and projective distance using another
MLP and a KNN regressor. To investigate whether the latent
space represents other object characteristics, the CVML-base
network is trained on multiple objects simultaneously and
their corresponding test images are forwarded to the trained
network to generate test latent variables. By analyzing the
latent variables computed for the test images with the t-SNE
algorithm [21], it can be concluded that it is possible to
use the proposed architecture to infer other characteristics,
such as object class and/or topology. The remainder of this
section describes: data preparation, training procedure of the
CVML-AE module, methods for inferring object 3D pose,
latent space visualization, implementation details, and abla-
tion tests.

A. DATA PREPARATION
As explained in Sec. II-D, since the LineMod PBR images
are adopted for training based on the reported BOP20 results,
they enable a comparable network performance to one trained
on real images. Each target object is cropped into a square
shape from the PBR images using the provided ground truth
bounding box and then resized to 128×128×3 (with bicubic
interpolation) to fit the network input size. The cropping
size is defined as the longer side l of the bounding box.
The object’s resize factor s = 128/l is kept for further
calculation of the object 3D translation. Within the LineMod
PBR dataset, there are approximately 50k images per object
with the ground truth bounding box. Since Hodan et al. [13]
only evaluate objects with visibility of at least 10% area in
the scene, we use the same criterion and finally select around
40k images per object as the input x. For each object, 90%

of images are randomly assigned to the training set and the
remaining 10% to the validation set.

Besides, Pyrender is used to additionally synthesize ground
truth (GT) reconstruction images x̂ with a clean background
based on the ground truth 3D pose and camera intrinsic
parameters provided by the LineMod PBR database. Fig. 3
illustrates how the LineMod PBR images and ground truth
reconstruction images are prepared. Please notice that the
ground truth reconstruction images x̂ are different from the
input images x of the object of interest, as shown in Fig. 4,
x̂i shows a complete object without any background or occlu-
sions, which could be possibly present in the original input
image xi.
For evaluation, the original LineMod and the BOP ver-

sion of the LineMod-Occlusion test data are used. They are
processed with the same crop-and-resize strategy based on
the bounding box from the detection model. For more details
about the evaluation procedure, please refer to Sec.IV.

B. LATENT REPRESENTATION FROM 2D IMAGES
To learn object latent attributes, the first part of the
CVML-Pose is implemented by using a symmetrical
encoder-decoder network as depicted in Fig. 4. To avoid
zero gradients, the ELU activation function is adopted rather
than the commonly-used ReLU activation. To compare dif-
ferent network architectures, the decoder network remains
unchanged but the encoder is replaced with more advanced
networks such as ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 [39] (with ELU
activation). To distinguish different variants, the vanilla sym-
metrical encoder-decoder network is named CVML-base,
and the ResNet-based autoencoders are named CVML-18
and CVML-34 respectively. All these autoencoder networks
are collectively called CVML-AE module. In terms of train-
ing the module, the encoder is trained to form the latent space
from cropped images with various online augmentations,
which are reported in Table 2. The idea, detailed explanation,
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FIGURE 4. The vanilla CVML-base architecture. φ represents all the parameters of the encoder network (represented in blue) and θ represents all the
parameters of the decoder network (shown here in green). The encoder part can be further replaced with ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 backbones [39]. The
input image is first forwarded to the encoder which produces the latent variables. The decoder then generates the output reconstruction image from the
latent sampling. The training loss Ltrain for the CVML-AE module is modified from Eq. 3, and the validation loss Lvalid is the pixel-wise L2 loss.

TABLE 2. Proposed online augmentation details. The proposed
augmentations are implemented with a 30% possibility during training
the CVML-AE module.

and comparison of different variants of the autoencoder net-
works can be found in Sec. III-F.

As shown in Fig. 4, given the input data xi, latent variables
(µφ(xi), σ 2

φ (xi)) are produced by the encoder Eφ(xi). The KL
divergence with a weight α is used to regularize the latent
space. The dimensionality of the latent space is represented
as n. In [19], the authors of the AAEmethod, which also used
latent space representation, implemented ablation tests to find
an optimal size of the latent space. In that case, the pose esti-
mation accuracy started to saturate when n = 64, and AAE
achieved the best results when n = 128. Moreover, although
the results are not reported in this paper, we tested different
latent space sizes and got the best results when n = 128 as

well. Thus, n = 128 is set for all the autoencoder networks
in the CVML-AE module. After sampling in the latent space,
the decoder network Dθ (zi) outputs the reconstruction image
x ′
i from the latent sample zi = µφ(xi)+diag(σφ(xi)) ·ϵ, where

ϵ ∼ N (0, I ), and a pixel-wise L2 loss is computed between
the output image x ′

i and the ground truth reconstruction image
x̂i, i.e. term ||xi − x ′

i ||
2 in ELBO (see Eq. 3) is replaced with

||x̂i − x ′
i ||

2, and the constant c is removed. In the provided
code implementation,4 the training loss Ltrain = −ELBO
is iteratively minimized using AdamW optimizer algorithm
with randomly selected mini-batches of 128 elements (i.e.
m in Eq. 3 is replaced with 128). To prevent over-fitting in
training, the same pixel-wise L2 loss is used as the validation
loss Lvalid (no KL divergence is included in the Lvalid , i.e.
α = 0), indicating whether the latent space has accumulated
enough information from the training images.

C. ESTIMATE OBJECT 3D POSE FROM THE LATENT SPACE
After training the CVML-AE module, the latent space accu-
mulates rich information of the special orthogonal group in
3D (abbreviated as SO(3)). Fig. 5 depicts the training proce-
dure to estimate the complete 3D pose based on theMLPs and
KNN after the training of the encoder is completed. To esti-
mate the rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3), the latent variables
µtrain ∈ R128 of the training data are generated by the trained

4Code available: https://github.com/JZhao12/CVML-Pose
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FIGURE 5. Latent space training process. Example input images from the LineMod ape object are used to produce the training latent variables
µtrain ∈ R128 through the trained encoder. The MLPs and KNN are utilized to regress the complete 3D pose, and the training loss L1 for MLPs is
calculated between the estimated pose Pi and the ground truth pose P ′

i , where the ground truth pose is provided by the LineMod PBR dataset.

encoder, then a simple MLP (named the Rotation MLP) is
trained to regress the latent variables to a recently proposed
six-dimensional rotation representation R6D ∈ R6 introduced
by Zhou et al. [46]. The authors demonstrated that this new
rotation representation outperforms other previously used
representations, and it was successfully used by CosyPose [2]
(winner of the BOP20). The transformation between the rota-
tion matrix R ∈ SO(3) and the six-dimensional representa-
tion R6D ∈ R6 is written in Eq. 4:

R =

 | | |

a1 a2 a3
| | |

 −→ R6D =

 | |

a1 a2
| |

 ,

R6D =

 | |

a1 a2
| |

 −→ R =

 | | |

b1 b2 b3
| | |

 (4)

where bi =

 N (a1) i = 1
N (a2 − (b1 · a2)b1) i = 2

b1 × b2 i = 3

, N represents nor-

malization, × denotes cross product between two vectors,
a1, a2, a3 are the three columns of the rotation matrix R. The
detailed derivations can be found in [46].

To estimate 3D translation T =
(
tx ty tz

)T
∈ R3, the 2D

projection of object center Pc = (xc, yc)T ∈ R2 and projec-
tive distance tz ∈ R are regressed separately, and are then used
to calculate tx and ty based on the projective camera model
(Eq. 5 and 6). For the estimation of Pc, the latent variables
µtrain ∈ R128 are concatenated with the corresponding prior
information βtrain which includes the object’s resize factor
s, width w, height h, and top left corner Pbbox = (xb, yb)T

of the ground truth bounding box. Pc is then localized by
implementing another simple MLP (named the Translation

MLP) with these concatenated variables. Afterwards, a KNN
regressor is trained to regress tz with the latent variablesµtrain
and γtrain which consist of s,w, and h, where tz is predicted by
local interpolation of the targets associated with K ∈ [1, 20]
nearest neighbors in the training set. For each value of K ,
we calculate the validation error based on the complete 3D
translation, instead of the error of tz, and the final K can be
determined where the validation error is the smallest. After
knowing tz and Pc = (xc, yc)T , the first two elements of the
3D translation T =

(
tx ty tz

)T
∈ R3 can be further calculated

based on Eq. 6. [
xc
yc

]
=

[
fx
tx
tz

+ cx
fy
ty
tz

+ cy

]
(5)

[
tx
ty

]
=

[
(xc − cx)

tz
fx

(yc − cy)
tz
fy

]
(6)

where fx and fy denote the focal lengths, (cx , cy)T is the
principal point.

D. OBTAIN OTHER CHARACTERISTICS FROM THE LATENT
SPACE
This section reports on our experiments, which investigate if
the latent space can be used to represent and subsequently
estimate other characteristics of objects. In the experiments
reported here, both shape topology (as described by a genus)
and object class were investigated. An intuitive way to intro-
duce the concept of a genus is that it represents the number of
‘‘holes’’ an object has [47]. For instance, a sphere has genus 0,
and a torus has genus 1. Considering, for example, a robotic
arm tasked with grasping a mug, it would be beneficial for
the system to differentiate between mugs with and without
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FIGURE 6. t-SNE visualization of the latent space for the purpose of both topology recognition and object classification. The latent space is trained with
the LineMod PBR images and the latent variables are generated from the LineMod test images. The selected objects are LineMod ape, duck, iron, and can.

a handle. Thus, to investigate the hypothesis from Sec. II-E
that VAE can learn other latent attributes, the CVML-base
network is trained to encode four LineMod objects with three
different genera: ape and duck (genus 0), iron (genus 1), and
can (genus 2). After training the CVML-base network, the
test images of the selected objects are used to generate corre-
sponding latent variables and the t-SNE [21] feature reduction
method is utilized to visualize the variables. Although t-SNE
could not be directly used for classification tasks, since new
data points would change the spatial distance of the existing
points, it is still expedient to notice that the visualization of
the latent space in Fig. 6 shows obvious clusters representing
different object characteristics. For example, the ape’s and
duck’s latent variables are clustered together, reflecting on the
fact that these objects share the same topology. In this specific
example, it can be concluded that the learnt latent space
represents the objects’ class and topology. We can therefore
speculate that the latent space in the CVML-AE module is
capable of encoding various objects’ characteristics, which
can be used in robotic object manipulation applications.

E. NETWORK PARAMETERS AND IMPLEMENTATION
DETAILS
Table 3 reports the network parameters of the CVML-AE
module and MLPs. The training details of the CVML-AE
module, the MLPs, and the KNN regressor are also shown in
Table 4. The CVML-AE module and MLPs are implemented
using PyTorch. The batch size of the CVML-AEmodule is set
to 128, while MLPs take all input variables as a batch. For the
CVML-AE module and MLPs, the AdamW optimizer [48] is
used with betas = (0.9, 0.999), eps = 1e− 8, weight decay =
1e − 2. The learning rate is scheduled to reduce when the

TABLE 3. Network parameters of the CVML-AE module and MLPs models.

TABLE 4. Training details of the CVML-AE module, MLPs, and KNN. The
term ‘‘Patience’’ here means the learning rate drop patience. The training
is terminated when the model reaches the lowest learning rate and the
validation loss stops dropping for N number of epochs, N = 30 for the
CVML-AE module and N = 1000 for the MLPs.

validation error does not improve for certain epochs (which
is the Patience in Table 4), with a drop factor d = 0.5 on a
plateau. To implement the KNN algorithm, a KNN regressor
from scikit-learn [49] is adopted with the ‘distance’ weights,
in which case the closer neighbors of a query point will
have a greater influence than neighbors which are further
away.

Using the training data described in Sec. III-A, two
CVML-base networks can be trained in parallel in approx-
imately 8 hours on a single NVIDIA Geforce RTX 3090.
CVML-18 takes about 12 hours, and CVML-34 takes around
20 hours on the same device. All MLPs are trained in parallel
on the same device, which takes roughly 12 hours.
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TABLE 5. Ablation test based on different autoencoder network
structures.

TABLE 6. Ablation studies with various weighting α of the KL
regularization term based on the CVML-base network.

F. ABLATION TESTS
We implement a number of ablation tests for different pur-
poses including network architecture, weight of the KL reg-
ularization term, online data augmentation, and scalability of
the network. The dimensionality n of the latent space is set to
128 for all autoencoders as explained in Sec. II-C. To evaluate
the results of the ablation tests, a pose evaluationmetric called
ADD(S) [3], [16], [50] is used, and the performance score
AP(ADD(S)) is calculated from the average precision of the
ADD(S) metric. All the results reported in Table 5, 6, 7, 8,
and 9 are calculated based on the ground truth bounding box
of the test images to reduce dependence of the results on
performance of any specific detector. The objects used in
the ablation test are ape, driller, eggbox, and phone from the
LineMod dataset. For details of the evaluation metrics, please
refer to Sec. IV-B.

In the proposed CVML-AE module, a well-structured
latent space plays a key role in the interpretation of object 3D
pose. When designing the network architecture, we initially
use a similar approach to the one used in AAE [19] and build
the symmetric CVML-base network. To test the benefit of
alternative encoders, the variants CVML-18 and CVML-34
using ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 backbone (with ELU activa-
tion) are implemented to see howwell each of the CVML-AE
module encodes object pose information in the latent space.
Additionally, to see how well the proposed CVML-AE mod-
ule compares against autoencoders used in the existing pose
estimation networks, the AAE’s autoencoder was used in a
comparative test. Table 5 shows each network architecture
and their corresponding average performance scores.

Regarding the loss function of the CVML-AE module, the
regularization term α directly affects the latent space, since
we want both an informative representation of the original
data and a good generalization ability. To find a good balance,
the CVML-base network is trained with different weighting
α of the KL regularization term, where the value of α is
set to 0, 0.1, 0.5, and 1. Table 6 demonstrates the results
for the CVML-base network with different values of the
regularization term α and their average performance scores.

TABLE 7. Ablation studies based on the CVML-base network with
different data augmentation methods. The CVML-base network is trained
with the LineMod PBR images of the ape, driller, eggbox and phone
objects and tested on LineMod.

The various types of online augmentation listed in Table 2
were used to train the CVML-AE module. The random
change of brightness, contrast, and saturation is used to
improve robustness to variation in environmental settings.
The Gaussian blur is introduced to minimize the distortion
problem of the test camera. The random scale and transla-
tion are adopted to improve robustness to variation in the
estimated bounding box. We also considered the random
erasing technique [51] to add more occlusion to objects’
observations, but however omitted this operation from the
final augmentation pipeline. To identify whether these online
augmentation methods are beneficial in training the CVML-
AEmodule, the CVML-base network is trained with different
combinations of the augmentation methods. Table 7 shows
the pose estimation performance with different combinations
of the considered online augmentation.

From the results reported in Table 5, it can be seen that
with increasing depth of the encoder, the latent space acquires
more 3D information about the objects. For the CVML-
base network, although it has only 1 more layer than the
network from [19] in both encoder and decoder, it boosts
pose estimation accuracy significantly. However, there is very
little difference between the performance of the CVML-18
and the CVML-34 networks, which probably indicates that
the decoder from the CVML-base network is not capable of
taking full advantage of the rich latent information provided
by the ResNet-34 encoder, in which case a deeper decoder
network may help. It is also possible that available relevant
pose information (based on the available training data) is well
enough encapsulated (summed up) by the ResNet-18 encoder.
Therefore, more complicated encoders, like ResNet-34, are
unlikely to improve the results as there is nothing much to
add (with respect to pose) to what the ResNet-18 captured.
From the results reported in Table 6, the best value for the
regularization weight α found in our experiments was 0.1.
In particular, the CVML-base network is no longer a VAE
when α = 0 (the reparameterization trick is not used), and it
performs worse when generalizing to the test images. When
α = 1, the latent space is greatly affected by the KL diver-
gence, which seems to smooth the distribution too greatly,
leading to a loss of information about the object’s pose. From
the results reported in Table 7, the omission of ColorJitter and
GaussianBlur slightly decreases the accuracy on the LineMod
test data, however, the network performs better without
RandomErasing augmentation. One possible reason is, the
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TABLE 8. Additional ablation tests for data augmentation methods based
on different test data. The CVML-base network is trained with the
LineMod PBR images of the ape, driller, and eggbox objects, and tested
on LineMod and the BOP version of LineMod-Occlusion. The LineMod
phone object is not included because it does not exist in
LineMod-Occlusion (as it was for the results given in Table 7).

TABLE 9. Scalability test with different size of images based on the
CVML-base network. Data augmentation is not used in this experiment.

LineMod PBR images already introduced much occlusion in
the training data. Applying the RandomErasing augmentation
during training can lead to an object being entirely occluded
and the network being trained to predict its pose without
any information to infer this from, resulting in destructive
updates. To investigate this, an additional experiment on the
LineMod-Occlusion test data is implemented and the results
are shown in Table 8. Without RandomErasing augmenta-
tion, the CVML-base network achieves better results on both
LineMod and the BOP version of LineMod-Occlusion test
data, which indicates that RandomErasing may not be useful
in our proposed approach.

Except for network architectures, data augmentation, and
loss functions, the scalability of the CVML-Pose is also
considered. For example, to test whether the input image
size could significantly affect the network performance, the
CVML-base network is trained with images of different sizes
32× 32× 3, 64× 64× 3, 128× 128× 3, and 256× 256× 3.
Since the input size is changed, the CVML-base network
is modified accordingly to fit the size of the input image.
Table 9 gives the results for the CVML-base network with
different image sizes and their average performance scores.
As the size of the input image increases, the pose estimation
accuracy starts to saturate at size 128 × 128 × 3. Although
the modified CVML-base network is capable of extracting
certain 3D information from both smaller (64 × 64 × 3) and
larger (256 × 256 × 3) images, training with 128 × 128 ×

3 images can provide the best results.
Based on all the results in Table 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9,

we select the parameters for the main experiments. Despite
the CVML-18 network not performing as well as the
CVML-34 network, the gap between their pose estimation
accuracy is quite narrow, and the CVML-18 has fewer net-
work parameters, which saves training time. With α = 0.1,
the training loss could guarantee both stabilization and gen-

eralization of the network. In this case, we only adopt Col-
orJitter, GaussianBlur, and RandomAffine (only translation
and scale) to train the CVML-18 network for each LineMod
object with image size 128×128×3 and the weighting term α

of the training loss is set to 0.1. The final results are presented
and discussed in Sec. IV.

IV. EVALUATION
A. OVERVIEW
As explained in Sec. III-F, the proposed CVML-18 network
is evaluated on LineMod [16] and the BOP version of the
LineMod-Occlusion [17], [18] test images. For evaluation
with the LineMod data, we use the same training/test data
split strategy as in [6], [10], [38], and [52], but exclude the real
training data. In terms of the LineMod-Occlusion test data,
since the BOP challenge evaluates only a subset of the orig-
inal data, the same BOP version of the LineMod-Occlusion
data is used to make a fair comparison to the results reported
by the BOP challenge.

To enable CVML-Pose to operate on custom images,
an object detector needs to be used first, as it is not built
into the CVML-Pose network. In the experiments reported
in this section, a Mask-RCNN [53] detector is adopted. The
detector was trained on the LineMod PBR images as used
by CosyPose [2]. During inference, the detection bounding
box from Mask-RCNN is used to crop the object of interest
into a square shape. Table 12 reports the detected number
of objects in each test dataset. After object detection, the
cropped image is resized to 128 × 128 × 3 and fed into the
trained encoder network which produces a set of test latent
variables. These variables are finally forwarded to the trained
MLPs and KNN to predict the complete 3D pose of the test
objects as depicted in Fig. 7. To see how object detection
can affect pose estimation, the ground truth bounding box
of the test data is also used to make a comparison with pose
estimation results based on the Mask-RCNN detector.

Besides, in the paper supplementary material, a video is
provided showing a real-time pose estimation. The video
demonstrates that the proposed CVML-Pose works well with
different levels of object occlusions and cluttered scenes,
with low-resolution images captured with an inexpensive
webcam, under no specific illumination or any constraints
to the object’s motion. In terms of the heterogeneity men-
tioned in Sec. I, hardware heterogeneity is also considered.
For example, the real data used for evaluation are captured
by a Microsoft Kinect camera, which are high-resolution
images, while the real data in the video are captured by a
Logitech C270i webcam, and they are low-resolution images.
The method can cope well with heterogeneous data (dif-
ferent images of objects, high-resolution and low-resolution
images) and hardware (expensive camera and inexpensive
webcam).

In the reported experiments, three popular metrics have
been adopted to evaluate the pose estimation results:ADD(S),
MSSD, and MSPD (defined in Sec. IV-B). Although object’s
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FIGURE 7. Inference procedure. During inference, an object of interest is first detected by the detector (Mask R-CNN) and then cropped by using the
detection bounding box. The cropped test image x is resized to fit the trained encoder which generates the test latent variables µ ∈ R128. Finally the
trained MLPs and KNN regressor estimate object’s 3D rotation R ∈ SO(3) and 3D translation T =

(
tx ty tz

)T
∈ R3 from the latent variables.

3D model is not used in our proposed approach, the three
evaluation metrics all require object’s 3D model points, and
themodel points used in evaluation are a subset of points from
the original object’s 3D model. We report the performance
on the LineMod test data based on the ADD(S) metric as
it is widely used in many state-of-the-art [5], [6], [9], [19],
[20], [22]. The performance on the LineMod-Occlusion is
evaluated based on the MSSD and MSPD metrics since the
BOP challenge uses the two metrics for evaluation and [2],
[4], [5], [6], [9], [19], [20], [22], [23] have reported their
results on the leaderboard. We benchmark the CVML-Pose
in two ways, the first is to compare different network config-
urations, i.e. ablation tests reported in Sec. III-F. The second
way is to follow the evaluation methodology proposed in the
BOP challenge and compare our results to the state-of-the-
art approaches. The rest of this section explains the three
evaluation metrics and presents our evaluation results on the
LineMod and the LineMod-Occlusion datasets, together with
detailed discussions.

B. EVALUATION METRICS
TheADD(S) [3], [16], [50] metric is used for the evaluation of
LineMod which have two variants: the ADD and the ADD-S.
The ADD metric calculates the mean value of the point
pair distances between the transformed 3D model points that
have no indistinguishable views (non-symmetric), while the
ADD-S metric is computed by using the closest point distance
if the object is symmetrical. For the LineMod objects, glue
and eggbox are considered as symmetric objects which use
the ADD-S metric for evaluation, while the remaining objects
are non-symmetric objects which use the ADD metric. The
estimated pose is considered correct when the ADD(S) is
smaller than a specific criterion of the 3D model diameter.
We follow the state-of-the-art approaches [6], [7], [10], [38]
and set the criterion as 10%, and report the average precision
AP(ADD(S)) in Table 10 which is calculated from the mean
accuracy based on the ADD(S) metric for all objects. The
AP(ADD(S)) is not reported in Table 11 because the BOP
challenge does not use the ADD(S) metric for evaluation,
however we still use it to compare the results based on the

detection bounding box and the ground truth bounding box
in Table 13.

ADD =
1
m

∑
x∈M

||(Rx + T ) − (R̂x + T̂ )|| (7)

ADD-S =
1
m

∑
x1∈M

min
x2∈M

||(Rx1 + T ) − (R̂x2 + T̂ )|| (8)

where R and T is the ground truth pose, R̂ and T̂ is the
estimated pose, m is the number of points and M depicts the
3D points of the model.

In addition, two metrics MSSD5 and MSPD6 proposed
by [14] are used to evaluate the BOP version of the LineMod-
Occlusion [17], [18]. MSSD is related to robot manipulation
as the robotic grasping is heavily dependent on the maximum
surface deviation. MSPD is suitable for augmented reality
applications because it only evaluates the perceivable discrep-
ancy in the projective space. For a fair comparison, we follow
the same evaluation criterion of the BOP challenge and report
our results on the BOP version of the LineMod-Occlusion
in Table 11 by calculating the average recall rates ARMSSD
and ARMSPD for different error thresholds ranging from 5%
to 50%, i.e. calculate the metrics based on all error thresholds
then compute the average.

MSSD = minS∈SMmaxx∈Vm ||P̂x − P̄Sx||2 (9)

MSPD = minS∈SMmaxx∈Vm ||proj(P̂x) − proj(P̄Sx)||2 (10)

where SM is a set of global symmetry transformations of the
target object, Vm denotes a set of model vertices, proj is the
2D projection in pixels, P̂ is the estimated pose, and P̄ is
the ground truth pose. The global object symmetries can be
obtained from the Hausdorff distance, the detailed derivations
for which can be found in [14].

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the LineMod results reported in Table 10, the
proposed CVML-18 network outperforms AAE [19] and

5MSSD stands for Maximum Symmetry-Aware Surface Distance.
6MSPD stands for Maximum Symmetry-Aware Projection Distance.
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TABLE 10. Average precision of the ADD(S) metric evaluated on the LineMod objects. Our results are based on the CVML-18 network which combines a
modified ResNet-18 (encoder) and the vanilla decoder shown in Fig. 4. The glue and eggbox are considered as symmetric objects, bowl and cup are not
included due to the reported problems with their 3D models in the LineMod dataset, leading to inaccurate computations of the ADD(S) metric. Since
Multi-Path [23], EPOS [4], and CosyPose [2] do not provide results on the LineMod test data, we only report their LineMod-Occlusion results in Table 11.
Results of other approaches are taken from [5], [6], [9], [19], [20].

TABLE 11. Average recall rate of the MSSD and the MSPD metrics based on the BOP version of the LineMod-Occlusion data. Our results are based on the
CVML-18 network. Results of other approaches are from the BOP challenge leaderboard, results for individual object are not reported here since the
challenge only provides the results for all objects. Please note CVML-18, CosyPose, Pix2Pose, CDPN, CDPNv2, EPOS and PVNet all use the LineMod PBR
images, CDPNv2 refers to the extended version of CDPN, CosyPose uses object’s 3D model during training for iterative refinement. For more
comprehensive comparison and results, please refer to the BOP20 [14] or the BOP challenge leaderboard: https://bop.felk.cvut.cz/leaderboards/.

SSD6D [22], the only other approaches which don’t use the
object’s 3D model. It even achieves a slightly better result
on the specific LineMod objects (ape and driller) than AAE-
ICP, which uses depth information and ICP refinement (3D
model points), AAE-ICP may be limited on the basis that
the depth measurement is unavailable under some lightning
conditions, and the iterative ICP refinement cannot guarantee
real-time processing. Compared to the results for typical
indirect methods [5], [6], [9], [20] given in Table 10, the
CVML-18 network is not as accurate as the indirect methods
on most of the LineMod objects. However, it still performs
slightly better than DPOD [5] on the LineMod cam, cat,
and eggbox. From the LineMod-Occlusion results reported
in Table 11, the CVML-18 network outperforms all the latent
representation based methods, and it is significantly better
than AAE-ICP that uses depth information and ICP refine-
ment. It even outperforms some approaches using pixel-wise
dense correspondence (DPOD, Pix2Pose) and achieves com-
parable results to EPOS [4]. The CVML-18 network ranks
better on the more challenging LineMod-Occlusion test data,
while it shows a moderate rank on the LineMod test data.
One possible reason for this is that approaches like DPOD
and Pix2Pose predict the pixel-wise dense correspondence,
which means they can perform well when the object of
interest is relatively complete in the scene since they can
compute enough 2D-3D dense predictions. However, when
objects are occluded, the performance starts to decline due
to an insufficient number of points available for assessing

TABLE 12. Number of test instances in the LineMod and the BOP version
of the LineMod-Occlusion datasets. The original objects are cropped from
the ground truth bounding box provided by the BOP challenge, while the
detected objects come from the Mask-RCNN detector. The BOP version of
the LineMod-Occlusion data have only 8 objects.

correspondence. In contrast, the proposed CVML-18 network
benefits from the autoencoder architecture that could han-
dle occluded objects robustly, i.e. the network is trained to
reconstruct a whole object from the occluded views, and the
interpretation methods of the latent space do not discretize
the 3D rotation, which makes the system more robust than
similar methods [19], [23] using latent representation.

Based on the LineMod results, it can be concluded that
the latent representation based method AAE and the direct
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TABLE 13. Average precision of the ADD(S) metric evaluated on the
LineMod and the BOP version of the LineMod-Occlusion with ground
truth bounding box (gt bbox for short) and detection bounding box
(detection bbox for short). Results are based on the CVML-18 network.
The glue and eggbox are considered as symmetric objects, bowl and cup
are not included due to the reported problems with their 3D models in
the LineMod dataset, leading to inaccurate computations of the ADD(S)
metric. The number of test instances can be found in Table 12.

method SSD6D perform significantly worse than the indirect
methods. For instance, even with the help of additional depth
information and ICP refinement, AAE-ICP still lacks accu-
racy on some LineMod objects (driller and iron) compared
to DPOD. One possible reason is that the indirect methods
implicitly use the object’s 3D model to build the 2D-3D
correspondence. Also, as mentioned in Sec.II-B and II-C,
due to the discretization of 3D rotation, AAE and SSD6D
both categorize the 3D pose into a finite set of typical
possibilities and then apply post-refinement. However, from
the LineMod-Occlusion results, AAE and SSD6D achieve
comparable results to DPOD based on the MSPD evaluation
metric. As mentioned above, when objects are occluded, the
performance of DPOD starts to decline due to insufficient
number of points available for assessment of correspondence.

It is worth noting that the proposed CVML-18 network
still has a lower accuracy than PVNet, CosyPose, and CDPN
on the LineMod or the BOP version of LineMod-Occlusion.
PVNet uses RANSAC-based 2D-3D keypoints voting with a
PnP algorithm. The voting hypotheses warrant robust 2D key-
point localization and naturally deal with occlusions. Cosy-
Pose directly employs the object’s 3D model with iterative
refinement in training that increases the pose estimation accu-
racy. CDPN adopts Scale-Invariant Translation Estimation
(SITE) based on the local image patches which improves the
pose estimation results, and the extended version CDPNv2
uses a better network architecture together with domain ran-
domization [19] to improve the system robustness to occlu-
sion. Although the results of the above three approaches are
better than ours, they require accurate object’s 3D model,
while the novelty of the proposed CVML-Pose method is to
address the 3D pose estimation problem without object’s 3D
model, depth measurement, and post-refinement.

Comparing the proposed CVML-Pose pipeline to the sim-
ilar AAE method, our results show that our use of the latent
space information is better. Instead of generating a codebook
and finding the nearest neighbor in SO(3), we build an MLP
to regress a continuous six-dimensional representation for
rotation. In this case, anMLP can outperformKNN because it
is impractical to have viewpoints sampled densely enough to
reduce the pose estimation beyond some threshold level, and
therefore the discretization of SO(3) may cause significant
errors when assigning the nearest training pose to the object’s
pose during testing. Another improvement is that the 2D
projection of object center is predicted using another MLP,
while AAE directly uses the detection bounding box center
to be the 2D projection of object center which might be
inaccurate when the object is heavily occluded.

What’s more, from the results reported in Table 13, the
CVML-18 network gets significant improvements with the
ground truth bounding box in both LineMod and BOP version
of LineMod-Occlusion. These results highlight the impor-
tance of an accurate object detector, and further work should
look to improve this aspect of the pipeline.

V. CONCLUSION
The paper addresses one of the key challenges in autonomous
robotic manipulation of objects, i.e. finding an object’s 3D
pose in real-time without the object’s 3D model. It shows
that a state-of-the-art performance can be achieved by using
only data from a monoscopic camera without a need for the
object’s 3D model, depth measurement, or further iterative
refinement. The main contribution of the reported research
is the proposed use of the VAE and regularized latent space
representation, learned from a set of 2D training images.
Subsequently, the learned latent space is interpreted with
various supervised learning methods for pose estimation,
object classification, and shape topology characterization.
Different configurations of the method, named CVML-Pose,
were systematically evaluated using ablation tests leading
to an optimized selection of the method design parame-
ters. In terms of the pose estimation results, the proposed
CVML-Pose achieves comparable performance to the state-
of-the-art on challenging texture-less occluded data without
use of 3D models or depth measurements, which other state-
of-the-art methods use extensively, which can be attributed
to the construction of robust representation through the use
of regularized learning. Due to the implicit learning pro-
cess, the autoencoder architecture could handle object occlu-
sions, cluttered scenes, and does not need prior knowledge
of the object’s 3D model or post-refinement, e.g. using ICP.
A video demonstration, provided in the paper supplementary
material, demonstrates that the method also copes well with
low-resolution images captured with an inexpensive webcam.
Additionally, the latent space visualization shows potential
for the CVML-Pose to be extended to a multi-purpose object
characterization, including 3D pose estimation, object classi-
fication, and object topology estimation. As the CVML-Pose
does not use any iterative post-refinement, the processing
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time is predictable, opening the possibility for real-time
implementations, which is important for several practical
applications including robotics. It is expected that the latent
representation could be further leveraged to infer other
attributes of the object like material, surface finish, and defor-
mations, which are also important for specific tasks such as
robotic grasping.

For future research, there are three main directions envis-
aged for an expanded version of the CVML-Pose. First,
a more comprehensive object characterization including
shape, shape deformations, material, pose stability, and sur-
face finish will be investigated. We will also evaluate the
sensitivity of the method to various practical limitations of
an image acquisition system, including nonlinear lens distor-
tion and motion blur. Second, the results reported here are
based on a synthetic training dataset. The results reported in
the literature for the state-of-the-art methods suggested that
high-quality PBR synthetic training data is a good surrogate
for real training images. This conjecture will be extensively
tested for the proposed CVML-Posemethod. Finally, we have
shown that the inaccuracies in object detection can signifi-
cantly impact performance, and that further work on object
detection would be beneficial. To this end, we will investigate
the possibility of an end-to-end pose estimation algorithm,
which would include object detection, latent space and pose
estimation as a single learning process.
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